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Controlled Slippage of torque Converter 
ClutCheS:  how to ChooSe the CorreCt torque 
Converter the 1St time 
Understanding tCC ModUlation in today’s torqUe Converters

Are you choosing the correct torque converter for your late model application? Often, there seem to be major misconceptions regarding 
different torque converter friction materials and their compatibility with Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) systems. This lack of 
understanding can potentially cause the wrong converter to be chosen, resulting in warranty claims. This is especially true when it comes 
to GM units, because: A) GM torque converter codes are not 100% accurate when it comes to determining the type of friction material 
that is actually inside a late model GM lock up converter, and B) GM currently has the most varied and sophisticated methods of utilizing a 
modulated converter clutch.  

In order to better understand the situation, it is helpful to go back and look at the development of the torque converter clutch. Defining 
terms like ‘continuous slippage,’ ‘Pulse Width Modulation,’ and ‘EC3’ may be too basic for some, but if this analysis can prevent the wrong 
converter from being installed, then the time will be well spent.  

a Brie f  His t or y of t He t orqUe C on v e r t e r Cl U t CH 
In the late 1970’s, various government agencies began mandating increased fuel efficiency and decreased tailpipe emissions from auto 
makers. One of the ways that OE manufacturers satisfied these requirements was with the use of lock up torque converters. Typically, early 
applications had a Torque Converter Clutch (TCC) that was either applied (on) or released (off). The friction material used in these converters 
was essentially the same paper based cellulose friction material that was used in lining clutch plates and bands. Using relatively simple 
solenoid technology, early converter clutches in 3-speed automatic transmissions did not engage until road speeds of 40 mph or higher. 

Fast forward to the present and auto makers are still faced with increasing requirements for better gas mileage and less pollution. And 
competing manufacturers are aggressively looking for ways to give their customers a more satisfying driving experience (‘increased 
drivability’ in auto maker jargon). Again, OE engineers looked to the torque converter to help solve these problems. OE engineers 
determined that in 4-and 5-speed (and beyond!) automatics, they could help achieve their goals by ‘continuously slipping’ the converter 
clutch. Continually slipping a clutch?!? Who came up with that idea? Up to that point in time, there had never really been any friction 
elements in automatic transmissions that were designed to slip. Decades ago, the term ‘constant slippage’ to a transmission rebuilder 
would indicate quick and certain transmission failure.  

W H at  is  ‘ C on t rol l e d sl ip pa ge ’ ? 
But the ‘slippage’ that the OE engineers came up with was a ‘controlled slippage.’ And in fact, the ‘slippage’ that they designed technically 
wasn’t slippage at all. It was actually the rapid fire action of turning on (applying) and off (releasing) the torque converter clutch.  

When we go to the theater to see a film, we call it going to the ‘movies’ or seeing a ‘motion picture.’ But these pictures really don’t move, 
do they? If you look closely at the actual film that runs through the projector, you will see that the movie is really just a continuous and 
rapid fire display of individual ‘still photos.’  

The impression of the continuous / controlled slippage of the torque converter clutch is similar to the movie we see in the theater. 
Although it seems as if the clutch is slipping, it really is just the rapid fire apply and release of the clutch, thousands of times per minute, 
just as a  film shows thousands of individual still photos (frames) per minute. 
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Although different manufacturers use different terminology, the generic term that auto engineers have given to this quick fire apply and 
release of the torque converter clutch is ‘modulation.’ ‘Pulse Width Modulation’ (PWM) is only a more detailed description of the same 
strategy. ‘Pulsing’ the TCC ‘release oil’ is the way that the converter clutch is applied and released in a rapid fire method.    

Have you ever seen an adjustable shower head that pulsates the water, depending how you adjust it? The TCC ‘release oil’ is pulsed in 
a very similar fashion. ‘Width’ refers to the length of time that the ‘release oil’ is ‘on’ or ‘off’. For example, if the TCC was applied in a 
continuous cycle of ‘on’ for 100 milliseconds and ‘off’ for only 5 milliseconds, the clutch would have very little ‘controlled slippage,’ it 
would feel fully applied. Conversely, if the TCC was ‘on’ for 5 milliseconds, but ‘off’ for 100 milliseconds, the clutch would ‘slip’ so much 
that you would probably not even feel any application at all.    

To date, auto makers have utilized TCC modulation (controlled slippage) in varying degrees on various models. As mentioned, the OEM 
with the most advanced applications of TCC modulation is currently General Motors.  

t y p e s of  p Ul se W id t H ModUl at ion ( p W M ) 
GM introduced PWM of the torque converter clutch in some models in 1991. Transmission rebuilders could quickly see big differences 
in PWM capable transmissions. Valve body components, lock up control valves, and associated solenoids were designed differently. 
General Motors’ initial uses of TCC modulation ‘pulsed’ or ‘slipped’ the converter clutch for relatively short periods of time. Depending 
on the model, the pulsation of the clutch might only be for a few seconds, and the pulsation of the clutch was used primarily to cushion 
or ‘dampen’ the full (non-modulated) application of the TCC. The modulated apply of these first generation PWM converter clutches 
typically would not begin until sometime in 3rd or 4th gear, depending on input parameters. But even with the clutch modulated 
(‘slipped’) for a short period of time, the heat generated by the constant ‘slippage’ of the TCC could quickly damage traditional cellulose 
based paper friction materials. GM solved this problem by using a different friction material in the converter. Instead of using a regular 
paper clutch, GM introduced friction material that was still paper based, but was impregnated with a low percentage of carbon fiber. This 
new material could successfully survive the stress and heat generated during modulation. Although there were different materials using 
different amounts of carbon content, this early generation of GM’s PWM compatible TCC friction material is commonly referred to as 
‘low carbon content’ friction material. 

This ‘low carbon content’ friction material worked well in the early PWM applications. But starting in some models as early as 1996, GM 
took the modulation of the converter clutch to the next level. GM Engineers decided to begin the modulation of the converter clutch at 
relatively low road speeds, and continue to modulate (‘slip’) the clutch for extended periods of time. Instead of pulsing the clutch for a 
relatively short period of time, this next level of PWM would start the modulation (pulsation) of the TCC in 2nd gear, and continue to 
pulse the converter clutch through 3rd and 4th gears. In ‘around town’ driving, the converter clutch may never fully apply; instead the 
clutch is constantly pulsating for indefinite periods of time. But even the ‘low carbon content’ friction material could not stand up to 
the demands of this new strategy of continuous TCC modulation, so GM designed another new friction material to be compatible with 
this new strategy of pulsing the converter clutch for extended periods of time. The material that they designed was not paper based 
at all; rather it was 100% carbon fiber. GM configured this 100% carbon fiber into a ‘woven material’ that would meet the demands of 
continuous TCC pulsation.  

GM described this new strategy of PWM of the converter clutch as ‘Electronically Controlled Capacity Clutch.’ Known in the industry as 
ECCC, EC cubed, EC3, or EC3, this new strategy posed more problems for the Aftermarket.    

ide n t if y ing p Ul se W id t H ModUl at e d  s y s t e Ms  t H at  Use e C 3 s t r at e g y. 
As previously mentioned, transmission rebuilders can easily identify if a transmission is set up as being able to modulate the converter
clutch. However, there is no way for rebuilders to tell how the PWM converter clutch is controlled. Is it an early style unit that simply 
modulates and ‘ramps up’ the clutch for a short period of time before full apply? Or is it an EC3 strategy that modulates the clutch on 
a continuous basis? Unfortunately, inspecting a transmission as it sits on a bench will not tell you what strategy is used to control the 
PWM converter clutch. Simply put, transmission teardown and inspection will tell you if a unit has PWM capabilities; teardown will not 
tell you the strategy by which PWM is utilized.  

How a modulated converter clutch is applied is determined by the software programmed into the computer module that controls the 
transmission. The only true way to determine if a vehicle uses the EC3 strategy is by hooking up a scan tool to the vehicle and monitoring 
the way the TCC is applied.
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de Cip He ring gM C on v e r t e r C ode s 
The third digit of a traditional four character GM ‘alpha’ torque converter code is meant to indicate the type of lining used on the converter 
clutch. For example, a 245mm (overall diameter of 10.2”) converter out of a 4T60E might have a code of FLHB. As stated, the ‘H’ (3rd character) 
in this code should tell us what type of friction material will be found in that converter. But upon cutting open virgin 245mm torque converter 
cores with a code of FLHB, all three types of friction material (paper, low carbon content, and woven carbon) are routinely found.   

So, how do you choose the correct converter if you A) do not own a scan tool, and B) already have the transmission and converter out of the 
vehicle? Your response should be twofold: 

	 •		First,	understand	that	GM	torque	converter	codes	are	not	100%	reliable	when	determining	the	type	of	friction	material	needed	in	a	
specific application. The customer is responsible for ordering the correct part that they need. Customers should realize that we can’t tell 
what kind of PWM control the vehicle uses, and that a wrong choice on their part could cause warranty problems.  

	 •		Choose	a	specific	part	number	based	on	the	model	year	of	the	vehicle.	Although	this	is	not	a	foolproof	method,	this	will	go	a	long	way	
towards helping you get the correct converter the first time. The chart below shows transmission type, year, TCC control method, and 
the compatible friction material for various late model GM transmissions. Again, this chart is for reference only. Using this chart does not 
guarantee correct identification of the type of TCC control in any specific application.

tranSmiSSion type year Converter diameter type of loCk up Control Compatible friCtion material

700r4 /  4l60
82-9 2 245mm on-off paper

82-92 298mm on-off paper

9 3-9 4 245mm on-off paper

9 3-9 4 298mm on-off paper

9 5-96 245mm early  pWM low Carbon Content

9 5-96 298mm early  pWM low Carbon Content

9 7  245mm 245mm pWM with eC3 Woven Carbon

4l60e 9 7  2 98mm 298mm early  pWM low Carbon Content

9 8- U p 245mm pWM with eC3 Woven Carbon

9 8- U p 298mm pWM with eC3 Woven Carbon

9 7- U p 300mm pWM with eC3 Woven Carbon

02- U p 280mm pWM with eC3 Woven Carbon

9 0-94 245mm on-off paper

4l30e 9 5-98 245mm early pWM low Carbon Content

9 9 - U p 245mm pWM with eC3 Woven Carbon

5l30e
9 9 - U p 245mm pWM with eC3 Woven Carbon

9 9 - U p 258mm pWM with eC3 Woven Carbon

440 t4 /  4t60 85-90 245mm on-off paper

9 1-95 (exc 3.4l) 245mm early pWM low Carbon Content

9 1-95 (w/  3.4l) 245mm on-off paper
4t60e

early  9 6 245mm early pWM low Carbon Content

late 9 6- U p 245mm pWM with eC3 Woven Carbon

4t65e 9 6- U p 245mm pWM with eC3 Woven Carbon

125C /  3t40
82-9 4 245mm on-off paper

9 5- U p 245mm early pWM low Carbon Content

4t40e /  4t45e
95-96 245mm early pWM low Carbon Content

9 7- U p 245mm pWM with eC3 Woven Carbon
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CHoosing a C on v e r t e r f or a sp e Cif iC a p p l iC at ion 
Ok, say you need a converter, and the core that came out of the vehicle has a code of FLHB. You don’t know if the lock up control system 
is on/off, early PWM, or late PWM with EC3 software. You don’t own a scanner, and besides, the transmission is out of the vehicle and on 
your bench.  Now what? If you can at least get the year of the vehicle, you can reference this chart and choose a converter part number. 
This way, you will at least have a fighting chance of getting the correct unit for your specific application. 

Continuing with this same example, if you needed an FLHB converter for a 1988 vehicle with a 4T60, you should use the GM71. Looking at 
the chart, this vehicle uses an on/off lock up system that is compatible with the paper lining used in this converter. 

If you needed an FLHB converter for a 1992 vehicle with a 4T60E and a 3.8L engine, you will likely need the GM71C.  
This converter has a clutch with ‘low content carbon’ that is compatible with the early PWM method of TCC control. 

If you needed an FLHB converter for a 1999 4T60E, you would need the GM71CW. Looking at the chart above, you can see that the lock 
up system in a 1999 vehicle is controlled using the EC3 strategy. The GM71CW converter uses the woven carbon friction material that is 
compatible with the EC3 strategy.   

What happens if you mismatch the converter to the application? Well, that depends. Putting a converter with a paper lining into a vehicle 
that uses PWM with the advanced EC3 strategy will likely experience converter failure very quickly, with a high probability of generating 
debris that will circulate through the transmission. Conversely, putting a converter with woven carbon friction material into an application 
that has on/off controls may not fail as quickly or as completely, but it could develop significant drivability problems over a short period of 
time. 

Wa rning :  Wat CH oU t f or t He se C oMMon p i t fa l l s 
	 •		There	are	now	a	variety	of	products	and	kits	in	the	marketplace	that	typically	modify	TCC	hydraulic	systems	in	order	to	transform	a	PWM	

system into an on/off system. In general, when modifying a lock up system in this fashion, you should use a converter with a lining that is 
compatible with an on/off strategy. But always refer to the instructions from the conversion kit manufacturer for specifics.  

	 •		Additionally,	other	OE	manufacturers	are	using	GM	transmissions	in	their	vehicles.	Isuzu,	BMW,	Volvo,	and	others	are	all	now	using	
General Motors transmissions in limited applications. Even if a transmission shop has a scan tool that can access information in GM 
vehicles, that scanner may not be able to link with all other OEMs that use GM transmissions. 

In conclusion, the type of friction that is used in a remanufactured torque converter is something that must be considered when choosing 
the correct unit for a specific application. And it is not going to get any less complicated. As GM and other auto manufacturers continue  
to face the demands of increased fuel economy, decreased emissions, and better drivability, torque converter clutches (along with the 
systems that control them) will only become more sophisticated. Learning the basics will help you get the correct torque converter to your 
customer the first time, now and in the future.
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